In accordance with a rational model of study-time investment, we previously found that the prospect of a resit exam leads to lower investments of fictional study-time for a first exam opportunity in an investment game utilizing simulated exams. In the current study, we investigated whether the depreciation of one’s first-exam investment reduces the resit effect. Specifically, we investigated study-time investments for a simulated multiple-choice exam in which 0, 50, or 100% of the initial study-time investment was lost before the resit exam. In accordance with our predictions, we found that the magnitude of the resit effect decreased as investment depreciation increased. This finding suggests that the negative effect of resit exams on study-time investment may be countered by creating conditions under which investment depreciation (i.e. forgetting) is expected to occur, for instance, by increasing the temporal interval between the first attempt and resit exam.
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Research on decision making has generally focused on situations in which individuals are asked to make a single choice. Recently, however, two lines of investigation have provided evidence that choice behavior may change in interesting ways when the prospect of a second chance is introduced. In one line of research it was found that the availability of a second opportunity to achieve a goal may lead to a reduced probability of achieving this goal in a first opportunity to do so (Napolitano & Freund, 2016; see also Shin & Milkman, 2016; Napolitano & Freund, 2017). In a second line of work, studies on the effects of resit exams – the opportunity to re-do a failed exam in order to pass a course – suggest that study-time investment for a first exam may be substantially lower if a resit is available (Kooreman, 2013a; Nijenkamp, Nieuwenstein, De Jong, & Lorist, 2016; Michaelis & Schwanebeck, 2016). It is this latter phenomenon – the resit effect – that the present study is specifically concerned with.

As proposed by Kooreman (2013a) and empirically verified by Nijenkamp and colleagues (2016), the resit effect can be understood in terms of utility maximization. Specifically, the availability of a resit exam is assumed to change the tradeoff between the costs of study-time investment and the benefits of enhanced passing probability in such a way that rational students – that is, those motivated to optimize this tradeoff through maximizing expected utility – will now find an optimum at a reduced study time investment for the first opportunity. As pointed out by Kooreman (2013a), resit exams thus present a potential windfall gain for students, enabling them to gain, on average, an overall higher passing rate with a lower average total study-time investment. From a broader educational perspective, the effects of resit exams on students’ study strategies should be cause for concern, as this windfall gain would be completely due to students being provided an opportunity to pass at the first attempt with reduced study-time investment, and thus less knowledge, as compared to a no-resit policy. If, despite this reduced investment, a substantial
proportion of students succeeds in passing at the first attempt, the result will be that the average level of knowledge across all students who passed the exam, either at the first or the second attempt, will be lower than that in case of a no-resit policy, potentially compromising the achievement of intended learning objectives.

A number of restrictive policies have been proposed to maintain the benefits and reduce the potential drawbacks of resit exams, including the windfall gain that is likely to materialize if resit opportunities are offered freely and unconditionally. For instance, we have found in a laboratory study (Nijenkamp et al., 2016) that the resit effect was markedly attenuated when access to the resit was made probabilistic (50%) as opposed to unconditional, whereas the effect was hardly affected when access was made conditional upon obtaining a minimum non-passing grade (4 on a 1–10 scale) on the first exam. Likewise, Michaelis and Schwanebeck (2016) discussed several examination policies that might help to attenuate the resit effect, such as imposing a financial charge for the resit, capping resit marks at the pass threshold, listing the number of attempts needed to pass in the exam report, and malus points accounts.

While these suggestions may be relevant and useful in some educational settings, some are likely to raise multiple concerns regarding, for instance, equal opportunity and fairness. In the present study we focused on the potential for controlling the resit effect through a potentially less controversial factor or manipulation, depreciation of initial investments – that is, the extent to which the effort put into achieving one’s goal during a first attempt fails to yield any savings or benefits for the second attempt to achieve the same goal. This factor is particularly relevant, and probably unavoidable, when considering the case of resit exams, as the resit effect could well depend on the extent to which the student expects to benefit from any savings from the first learning episode towards the exam. Similarly, we could have focused on other factors that likely influence the resit effect, such as students capitalizing on the likelihood of the resit exam questions being similar in content to the first exam (see also Kooreman, 2013a; Michaelis & Schwanebeck, 2016), or the fact that the first exam functions as a learning opportunity to be better prepared for the resit (i.e., the testing effect; e.g., see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Since we aimed to provide a first empirical test of the effect of investment depreciation on the resit effect, however, and given that the above-mentioned effects currently cannot be readily implemented in our investment-game paradigm, we chose to solely focus on investment depreciation in the current study.

Depreciation of initially invested study time, conceptualized more commonly as forgetting of some of the knowledge that was acquired when studying for the first attempt, intuitively would seem to make a resit a less attractive option, as it would require students to spend extra study time to regain lost knowledge. However, Michaelis and Schwanebeck (2016) pointed out that forgetting could affect the resit effect in multiple, and sometimes opposite ways. For example, if one is already expecting to resit an exam it would not be useful to invest a high amount of time on the first exam in that case, as much of this effort will be in vain due to forgetting. On the other hand, and as is the case for our model outlined below, if one wants to optimize the utility of ones investment while being faced with forgetting, it is optimal to invest more on a first exam in order to avoid the resit. Regardless of the ambiguities surrounding the potential effect, forgetting is a pervasive property of human memory and the degree of forgetting is known to depend on the length of a retention interval (Ebbinghaus, 1885; see also Rubin & Wenzel, 1996). Therefore, manipulating the degree of forgetting by increasing the time between first exam opportunity and the resit exam might provide effective means to counteract the resit effect. Similarly, manipulating students’ beliefs about their own forgetting might already provide means to counteract the resit effect, as it has been shown that individuals tend to underestimate the amount of forgetting that will occur in between moments of learning and moments of testing (Koriat, Bjork, Sheffer, & Bar, 2004; Kornell & Bjork, 2009). The task used in the current paper, however, is modeled after a situation where the effects of forgetting are known and simply the degree of forgetting is manipulated.

Previously, we briefly described preliminary results of model simulations on possible mitigating effects of depreciation on the resit effect (Nijenkamp et al., 2016). In the next section, we present and explain these simulation results and model predictions in detail. Interestingly, while our model predicts proportionally large mitigating effects of depreciation on the resit effect, the original model of Kooreman (2013a; see also Kooreman, 2013b) predicts little or no such effects, whereas Michaelis and Schwanebeck (2016) state that their model simulations show overall mitigating effects of depreciation on the resit effect, but they provide no indication as to the size of these effects. We then report the results of a laboratory study designed to test the model’s predictions or, more precisely, to test people’s ability to conform to the model predictions and thus deal optimally, from a utility maximization perspective, with known degrees of depreciation of initial investments in a resit scenario.
Modeling the Effects of Depreciation

The model of study-time investment presented and validated in our previous paper (Nijenkamp et al., 2016) builds upon Kooreman’s (2013a) model, but critically extends it by implementing an empirically well-established exponential learning function and by formalizing the probabilistic relationship between acquired knowledge and passing probability through the use of a fictional multiple-choice exam. The model assumes that students will seek to maximize expected utility associated with studying for and taking an exam, where expected utility is a sole function of invested study time for the first exam. In case of a single exam (no resit), we denote the study time at which expected utility peaks by $t_{\text{optimum}}$ (see the solid vertical gray line in Figure 1) and the associated passing probability by $p_{\text{optimum}}$. The base model without forgetting (see Supplementary 2 for an overview) assumes that if there is a resit opportunity and the first exam has been failed $t_{\text{optimum}}$ does not change. Therefore, the effective total amount of study time invested for the resit, that is, the sum of invested study time for the first exam and any additional invested study time for the resit, will always be equal to the optimal time investment for a single exam opportunity (i.e. $t_{\text{optimum}}$). In other words, if first-exam investments are less than $t_{\text{optimum}}$, the amount of additional time invested on the resit will be to get the total time invested on both exams to equal $t_{\text{optimum}}$; Additionally, if the time invested on the first exam is more than $t_{\text{optimum}}$ no additional time will be invested on the resit – this is the reason that expected utility is a sole function of invested study time for the first exam also in case a resit opportunity is available. In the present study, we implemented the possibility of depreciation of study-time investment in the model by means of two minor extensions to its mathematical structure. Formula 6 from Nijenkamp et al. (2016) is extended with a parameter $(1-D)$:

$$t_{R2} = \max(t_{\text{optimum}} - (1-D)t_{R1}, 0)$$

With $t_{R2}$ denoting the additional study-time investment for the resit exam ($R2$), $t_{\text{optimum}}$ representing the optimal time investment, $D$ denoting the level of depreciation, with a value between 0 and 1, and $t_{R1}$ denoting the study-time investment for the first exam ($R1$). Note that $(1-D)t_{R1}$ denotes the effectively saved study-time investment for the first exam. Formula 7 from Nijenkamp et al. (2016) is similarly extended with parameter $(1-D)$:

$$p_{\text{pass } R2} = \max(p_{\text{optimum}}, p_{\text{pass }}((1-D)t_{R1}))$$

Figure 1: Model predictions. Model predictions for expected utility as a function of invested study time for the first exam, without a resit (NR; Case 1) or with a resit with no depreciation (R1:0%; Case 2), 50% depreciation (R1:50%; Case 3), or 100% depreciation (R1:100%; Case 4) of invested study time. The vertical gray lines represent the points of maximum utility in each condition.
With $p_{pass_{R2}}$ denoting the passing probability for R2, $p_{optimum}$ representing the optimal passing probability, and $p_{pass}$ denoting the passing probability for an exam as a function of a particular time investment (see Supplementary File 2 for a full overview of the model).

Predictions of the extended model are depicted in Figure 1. The figure shows expected utility as a function of invested study time for the first exam for four cases (in each case the utility associated with passing the exam was set to 1 and the cost per unit of invested study time set to 0.1 – see Supplementary File 2 for details):

1. Exam without resit opportunity (NR). As the investment of study time increases from 0, utility initially decreases because passing probability initially remains close to 0. As invested study time increases further, however, utility starts to increase as passing probability begins to rise quickly (see Figure 2), and eventually peaks at $t_{optimum}$.

2. Exam with resit opportunity and 0% depreciation. Utility starts at the maximum expected utility for the no-resit case – this is due to the fact that the model assumes an optimal investment of study time for the resit. At low levels of invested study time, utility remains at this constant level, which is jointly due to the fact that passing probability initially remains close to 0 and the fact that any invested study time on the first exam is fully transferred to the resit in the absence of depreciation. As invested study time increases further and passing probability quickly rises, expected utility reaches a maximum that is substantially higher than that in the no-resit case, at a time investment that is substantially lower than $t_{optimum}$. This is the resit effect, aptly characterized by Kooreman as a windfall gain for rational students. These predictions of the model were empirically verified by Nijenkamp and colleagues (2016) in a laboratory study.

3 & 4. Exam with resit opportunity and 50% or 100% depreciation. These two cases are of central interest in the present study. In contrast to the utility function for the resit scenario with 0% depreciation, the functions for these two cases show a decrease of expected utility across the initial range of invested study time for which passing probability remains close to 0 – this reflects the partial (50%) or complete (100%) lack of transfer of invested study time to the resit. Expected utility subsequently rises as passing probability quickly rises for larger time investments, and it can be seen to reach maxima at time investments smaller than $t_{optimum}$. However, both in terms of the reduction of optimal study-time investment and of enhanced maximum expected utility, the resit effect can be seen to be reduced by about 45% and 85%, for 50% and 100% depreciation respectively, as compared to the effect obtained for 0% depreciation (see the vertical gray lines in Figure 1). This suggests that anticipated forgetting, and, as discussed later, various ways of manipulating the degree of such anticipated forgetting, may offer great potential for mitigating unwanted resit effects.

In the present study, these four cases were used to test people’s ability to conform to the model’s predictions and thus deal optimally, from a utility-maximization perspective, with known degrees of depreciation of initial investments in specific resit scenario’s. The basic resit effect, obtained by contrasting the no-resit condition with the 0% depreciation condition with resit, has been empirically obtained before (Nijenkamp et al., 2016), and we expect to replicate this finding here. Most important for the present purposes is the question whether depreciation will lead participants to adopt a more conservative study-time investment strategy, resulting in a reduction of the basic resit effect by approximately 45% and 85%, for 50% and 100% depreciation respectively, as predicted by the model.

**Method**

**Participants**

Seventy first-year psychology students (17 male) from the University of Groningen participated in the experiment in return for course credit. Their age ranged from 17 to 28 ($M = 19.9$ years, $SD = 2.03$). Approval of the Ethics Committee Psychology was obtained before the start of data collection. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to the experiment.
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1 Note that with a depreciation factor of 100% (i.e. full forgetting) the model still predicts a small resit effect. This prediction is not tied to idiosyncrasies of the model, as it is easy to show that the derivative of the expected-utility function in this condition is negative at $t_{optimum}$ under very general assumptions. See supplementary file 1 for a formal proof.
Materials
The study-time investment task (Nijenkamp et al., 2016) was programmed in MATLAB and run on computers situated in a room with 5 computer set-ups, which were enclosed by paperboard walls. The stimulus for the task consisted of a graph which depicted the relationship between study time, defined in terms of 12 arbitrary units along the x-axis, and the probability of passing a simulated 60-item multiple-choice exam along the y-axis (Figure 2). The graph was the same on every trial, for every participant, and included a cursor that could be moved along the curve so as to allow the participant to select a desired amount of study time.

Design and procedure
The study-time investment task (see Figure 2) consisted of a graph showing a curvilinear function relating study-time investment to the probability of passing a simulated 60-item multiple-choice exam. Participants were asked to indicate their choice of study-time investment for passing the simulated exam. They were informed that they would pass this exam if their grade was a 6 (out of 10) or higher. To select the desired amount of study time and associated passing probability, participants could move a cursor.
along the curve in the graph, and they had to click the mouse to select the amount of study time they wanted to invest. After their investment, feedback on the outcome of the simulated exam was generated by the model based on the amount of invested study time. This feedback was shown to the right of the curvilinear function.

The availability of a resit option was manipulated within-subjects in a blocked design, such that each participant completed 6 blocks of 60 trials, of which 3 blocks included a resit whereas the other blocks did not. The resit and no-resit conditions were presented in alternation, and half the participants started with a resit condition, whereas the other half started with a no-resit condition. On a between-subjects level it was manipulated how much of the invested time on R1 was depreciated (i.e. forgotten) when moving to R2 (0, 50, or 100%). Prior to starting the task, participants completed the CRT (Frederick, 2005), an index of rationality (Toplak, West, & Stanovich, 2011). As we previously found a positive correlation between the resit effect and CRT scores (Nijenkamp et al., 2016) participants were assigned to a depreciation condition based on their CRT score (0%-depreciation: \( n = 27, \bar{M} = 1.56, SD = 1.15; 50\%\)-depreciation: \( n = 22, \bar{M} = 1.54, SD = 1.22; 100\%\)-depreciation: \( n = 21, \bar{M} = 1.52, SD = 1.25\)). In a similar fashion, as gender differences have been found with regards to CRT scores (Frederick, 2005), we attempted to arrive at an equal distribution of male and female participants across conditions by assigning participants to conditions on the basis of their gender (0%-depreciation: \( n_{male} = 8, n_{female} = 19; 50\%\)-depreciation: \( n_{male} = 4, n_{female} = 18; 100\%\)-depreciation: \( n_{male} = 5, n_{female} = 16\)).

Prior to starting the task, participants were informed about the nature of the exam, the required number of correct answers to pass the exam, the nature of the relationship between study-time investment and the probability of passing the exam, and how much of their R1-investment they would lose when moving to R2. In addition, participants were informed that each unit of study time would cost them 1 point whereas they would earn 10 points if they passed the exam. A failure to pass the exam resulted in a loss in points that was dependent on the amount of time they had chosen to invest. After deciding on their investment, participants were informed of the number of correct answers, the resulting grade, the number of lost or gained points, and they also received information about their total net earned points up to that moment in the task.

In the resit condition, participants moved on to the next trial if a passing grade was obtained on R1. If R1 yielded a failing grade, they moved on to R2 after the result of R1 had been presented for 2.5 seconds. In case participants lost 50% or 100% of their investment, they saw the cursor move to the position that corresponded to respective percentages of their R1-investment. In case of 0% loss, the choice of study-time investment for R2 was restricted to an amount equal or higher than the study time invested for R1. This was made clear by presenting the cursor on the study time invested for R1, or at the respective point after depreciation, and by coloring the curve above this point green, thus highlighting which amount of time could be invested for R2. To indicate the knowledge savings in case of depreciation the part of the curve below the new starting point was colored blue (see Figure 2). Participants received information on the meaning of part of the curve turning blue.

**Data analysis**

For the data analysis we used the JASP software package (Love et al., 2015). We computed Bayes factors to assess the extent to which the data provided evidence in favor or against our predictions (see Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009). As a first step we assessed the influence of our depreciation manipulation using a Bayesian one-way ANOVA. Next, we used Bayesian t-tests to assess whether the predicted resit effects, defined as the difference in study-time investments between NR and R1, were larger than zero, whether their magnitude was equal to the model’s predictions, and to compare the resit effects between the depreciation conditions. Furthermore, we used Bayesian ANOVAs and t-tests to compare the passing probability and average total study-time investment per passed exam across conditions. For the resit conditions, the total study time was computed as the sum of time invested for R1 and the additional time that was invested for R2 (after depreciation of the R1 investment).

In reporting the results of the Bayes factors analyses we adhered to Wetzels et al. (2011) in classifying BF\(_s\) ≥ 3 and ≤ 10 or ≥ 1 and ≤ .33 as “substantial” evidence in favor of \( H_1 \) or \( H_{n0} \), respectively, whereas BF\(_s\) between 10 and 30 or between .03 and .1 were classified as “strong” evidence, and BF\(_s\) between 30 and 100 or between .01 and .03 were classified as “very strong” evidence, and BF\(_s\) > 100 or < .01 were classified as “decisive” evidence. Additionally, we classified BF\(_s\) between 1 and 3 or between .33 and 1 as ‘anecdotal’ evidence in favor of \( H_1 \) or \( H_{n0} \), respectively.
Outlier exclusion
Investments of less than 2 or more than 10 study-time units were classified as outliers and excluded from further analysis. This entailed a loss of 1.3% of all recorded trials. Comparing the results with and without the outliers, it was found that the exclusion of these outliers did not affect the results.

Results
Depreciation and the resit effect
A Bayesian ANOVA on the mean difference in time invested between NR and R1 (i.e. the resit effect) for each participant revealed that there was strong evidence in favor of an effect of depreciation ($BF_{10} = 19.35$), with the resit effect being smaller for conditions with greater degrees of depreciation (see Figure 3). Specifically, follow-up t-tests showed that there was very strong evidence ($BF_{10} = 77$) that the magnitude of the resit effect was larger with 0% depreciation than with 100% depreciation, but there was only anecdotal evidence that the resit effect was larger with 0% than with 50% depreciation ($BF_{10} = 2.2$), and with 50% than with 100% depreciation ($BF_{10} = 2.2$).

Next, we examined whether each of the three depreciation conditions showed a reliable resit effect, as predicted by the model. Replicating our previous findings (Nijenkamp et al., 2016), there was decisive evidence ($BF_{10} = 1686$) in favor of a resit effect in the condition with 0% depreciation, meaning that less time was invested on R1 than on NR (Figure 3). Likewise, we found strong evidence ($BF_{10} = 12.3$) in favor of a resit effect in the condition with 50% depreciation. However, for the condition with 100% depreciation, there was only anecdotal evidence ($BF_{10} = 0.6$) for a resit effect.

In a subsequent series of analyses, we compared the magnitudes of the observed effects to the magnitudes of the effects predicted by the model. For the conditions with 0, 50, and 100% depreciation, the model predicted that the resit effect would be equal to a reduction of 1.4, 0.7, and 0.2 time units, respectively, whereas the observed mean resit effects equaled 0.6 ($SD = 0.6$), 0.3 ($SD = 0.5$), and 0.1 ($SD = 0.3$) time units, respectively, for these conditions. Bayesian tests comparing the observed to the predicted resit effects showed that there was decisive ($BF_{10} = 3.16e^{-5}$) and very strong evidence ($BF_{10} = 0.03$) against the resit effect being equal to the model’s prediction for the 0% and 50% depreciation conditions, respectively, and no evidence ($BF_{10} = 1.13$) for either hypothesis for the 100% condition. Importantly, however, although the absolute magnitudes of the resit effects and the depreciation effect did not match the magnitudes predicted by the model, the relative decrease in the magnitude of the resit effect across

![Figure 3: Mean study-time investments.](image-url)
0, 50, and 100% depreciation did match the relative decrease predicted by the model, such that the resit effect decreased by approximately 45% and 85% across the 50% and 100% depreciation conditions, respectively.

Comparison of time invested per passed exam
An important aspect of the resit effect is that the reduction in study time invested for R1 (compared to NR) may entail a windfall gain such that students may occasionally pass their exams with less study time. To determine how the depreciation manipulation influenced this windfall gain, we ran a Bayesian ANOVA on the mean difference (i.e. resit minus no resit) in the average total amount of study time invested per passed exam. A passed exam in the resit condition constitutes an exam that is passed with passing R1, or with passing R2 after a failed R1. As can be seen in Table 1, the average amount of study time invested per passed exam was lower in the resit condition than in the no-resit condition for the 0%-depreciation condition, such that participants invested 0.2 (SD = 0.4) study-time units less per passed exam in the resit condition. According to a Bayesian one-sided \( t \)-test, the data yielded strong evidence (\( BF_{10} = 15.1 \)) that this difference was smaller than 0. Importantly, however, a comparison of this effect across depreciation conditions showed it was reversed when depreciation was present, with the ANOVA showing decisive evidence (\( BF_{10} = 6.0e^6 \)) for a main effect of a difference across depreciation conditions. Specifically, participants now invested more time per passed exam in the resit than in the no-resit conditions, with the differences being \( M = 0.2 \) (SD = 0.6), and \( M = 0.8 \) (SD = 0.5), respectively, for the 50 and 100% depreciation conditions. Further analyses showed that the difference was unreliable for the 50% depreciation condition, where we found anecdotal evidence against the difference score being unequal to zero (\( BF_{10} = 0.7 \)). However, there was decisive evidence (\( BF_{10} = 45512 \)) that participants invested more study time per passed exam for the resit exams in the 100% depreciation condition.

Comparison of passing probability
Lastly, we examined how the depreciation manipulation influenced the percentage of passed exams in the resit and no-resit conditions. For these analyses, we compared the differences in the percentages of passed exams between the resit and no resit conditions across the three depreciation conditions. As can be seen in Table 1, all depreciation conditions yielded a higher passing probability for the resit exam than for the first exam opportunity, with the differences being \( M = 13.3 \) (SD = 7.7), \( M = 9.5 \) (SD = 7.5), and \( M = 12.4 \) (SD = 7.4) for the 0, 50, and 100% depreciation conditions, respectively. For each depreciation condition, the Bayesian analyses indeed showed that there was decisive evidence that the percentage of
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Table 1: Mean study-time investment and standard deviation per passed exam per depreciation condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depreciation</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Total Study Time per Passed Exam</th>
<th>Percentage of Passed Exams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean Difference (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D = 0%</td>
<td>No Resit</td>
<td>6.3 (.6)</td>
<td>-0.2 (.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resit</td>
<td>6.1 (.6)</td>
<td>78.2 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.3 (7.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D = 50%</td>
<td>No Resit</td>
<td>6.9 (.8)</td>
<td>0.2 (.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resit</td>
<td>7.1 (.4)</td>
<td>84.5 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D = 100%</td>
<td>No Resit</td>
<td>6.6 (.7)</td>
<td>0.8 (.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resit</td>
<td>7.4 (.4)</td>
<td>81.5 (11.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.4 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. A passed exam in the resit condition constitutes an exam that is passed with passing R1, or with passing R2 after a failed R1. In the resit condition without investment depreciation study-time investments per passed exam are defined as the investment on R1, plus the additional investment on R2. In the resit conditions with depreciation, the total time per passed exam is defined as the R1 investment, plus the difference between the depreciated R1 investment and the R2 investment. D indicates the level of depreciation. The mean difference score reported is obtained after subtracting the mean of the no resit condition from the resit condition in each depreciation condition (i.e. a higher difference score corresponds to more time being spent per passed exam or a higher proportion of passed exams in the resit condition than in the no resit condition).
passed exams was higher for the resit than for the first exam opportunity, all $BF_{10}$’s > 3366, and a Bayesian ANOVA revealed there was only anecdotal evidence for an effect of depreciation the difference between the depreciation conditions.

**Discussion**

In the current study, we aimed to assess whether the resit effect (Nijenkamp et al., 2016) is counteracted by introducing depreciation of the study-time invested for a first exam opportunity. In accordance with our predictions, the results showed that participants invested less study time for an exam when a resit was present, and this resit effect decreased as the degree of depreciation increased. In other words, participants made a rational optimization of the trade-off between the costs of investing time and the benefits of passing the exam, depending on how much of their initial investment was depreciated when moving to the resit. Furthermore, although the model over-predicted the magnitude of the resit effect and the depreciation effect when considering the absolute outcomes, the degree to which the resit effect was reduced did match the relative decrease predicted by the model, such that the resit effect was decreased by about 45% and 85% for the conditions with 50 and 100% depreciation. Importantly, the occurrence of depreciation not only mitigated the resit effect on study-time investment, but it also countered the windfall gain that arises from the resit effect. Specifically, whereas the 0% depreciation condition showed that participants invested less time per passed exam in the resit condition, this effect was reversed when depreciation was present, such that these conditions showed that participants invested more, instead of less, time per passed exam in these resit conditions. Taken together, these findings suggest that conditions that foster the depreciation of study-time investments could be a potent means to counter the resit effect and the associated windfall gain of passing a first exam opportunity with a reduced amount of study time.

**Implications of the Results**

Before discussing the implications of the results, it is important to restate that the conclusions reached in the current paper are based on data obtained from a laboratory task that required the investment of fictional study time to pass a simulated exam. As this task is an abstraction of real exam-taking, the following discussion should be taken as provisional.

Given the results of the current study, what can we say, by extension, about the implications of these results for resit policies? As mentioned in the introduction, investment depreciation between R1 and R2 can be seen as an analogue for the forgetting of knowledge over time between a first exam and a resit exam. Imagine the investment of study time on R1 as having a certain value or worth, and when this exam is not passed the value of the invested study time starts to decrease as more of the acquired knowledge from the study-phase for R1 is forgotten. The more time there is between a failed R1 and the R2, the more knowledge the students would have forgotten (Ebbinghaus, 1885; see also Rubin & Wenzel, 1996). Usually, students know when R2 is scheduled, theoretically allowing them to take this knowledge into account when investing study time for R1. This is supported by the finding that students adjust their study behavior to the way their curriculum is organized. For example it has been found that students’ study behavior changes when exams are more spread out over the year or when resit exams are less spread out over the year, with the result that overall study progress increased (Jansen, 2004; see also Crombag, van der Drift, & Vos, 1985; Van der Drift & Vos, 1987).

Therefore, to prevent the windfall gain that exists by allowing students unrestricted resit exams the scheduling of R2 should be such that it allows for the loss of knowledge to incur sufficient costs and to be a sufficient prospective deterrent for students. Given the relationship between forgetting and the passing of time, our results suggest that R2 should be scheduled as far away from R1 as possible for the resit to provide students with an extra chance of passing the exam, while abolishing the reduction of study-time investment per passed exam on R1. This recommendation is in contrast to publications that have advocated, although seemingly without empirical basis, that R2 should be scheduled closer in time to R1, so that students might capitalize on the already-acquired knowledge after learning for the first exam opportunity, supposedly increasing the student’s learning efficiency (e.g., Wijnen et al., 1992; Van der Hulst & Jansen, 2002; Jansen, 2004). Our results suggest that such resit policies promote the use of resit exams, in the sense that students could reduce their study-time investment for R1 and capitalize on the windfall gain outlined in the introduction. Our recommendation does find support from Walsh (2010), who states that ‘fast resit exams’ do not allow for a period of serious remediation on the student’s part and allow students to capitalize on chance, and from Bruijns and Kok (2014), who state that resit exams scheduled close in
time to the first exam opportunity might result in more students preparing insufficiently for a first exam opportunity. Additionally, our recommendation finds support from the finding that more students pass R1 if R2 is scheduled less favorably (Cohen-Schotanus, 2012), thus highlighting the potential to increase educational efficiency.²

Research on judgments of learning has shown, however, that individuals generally over- or underestimate how much knowledge they will have retained when they will make a test on the learned materials (for a review, see Koriat, 2007). Moreover, when taking the factor of time between learning and testing into account, individuals have generally been shown to have an indifference to the anticipated retention interval when judging how well their eventual performance will be, thereby not taking into account that forgetting will take place (e.g., Carroll, Nelson, & Kirwan, 1997; Maki & Swett, 1987; Shaddock & Carroll, 1997). Additionally, it has been shown that individuals underestimate the amount of forgetting that will occur in between moments of learning and moments of testing (Koriat, Bjork, Sheffer, & Bar, 2004; Kornell & Bjork, 2009). Despite the fact that individuals do not seem to possess accurate metacognitive perception of the amount of knowledge they will retain in the moments between learning and testing, however, participants did take depreciation into account when making fictional study-time investments in the first chance, or first-choice plan, need not reflect decreased motivation to achieve the goal. Rather, it might reflect a shift in the maximum of the curve relating invested effort in the first attempt and overall expected probability of achieving one’s goal by the first-choice plan (Napolitano & Freund, 2017; Shin & Milkman, 2016). As for the resit effect (e.g., Grabe, 1994), such effects of backup plans have been ascribed, at least in part, to negative effects on people’s motivation and effort to pursue the goal through Plan A (Napolitano & Freund, 2016; for exceptions, see Shin & Milkman, 2016), resit exams require no such advance investments from students. This greatly simplifies the development of formal models to compare different strategies in terms of associated expected utilities, as we did in the current paper. Interestingly, very similar to the resit effect reported here, recent research suggests that backup plans may lead to a reduced probability of achieving one’s goal by the first-choice plan (Napolitano & Freund, 2017; Shin & Milkman, 2016). As for the resit effect (e.g., Grabe, 1994), such effects of backup plans have been ascribed, at least in part, to negative effects on people’s motivation and effort to pursue the goal through Plan A (Napolitano & Freund, 2016, 2017; Shin & Milkman, 2016). As suggested by Shin and Milkman (2016), such effects may be mediated by a decreased desire to attain the primary goal. Our model suggests a quite different account, however, as it shows how negative effects of a second chance or backup plan on the effort invested in the first chance, or first-choice plan, need not reflect decreased motivation to achieve the goal. Rather, it might reflect a shift in the maximum of the curve relating invested effort in the first attempt and overall expected utility towards lower levels of effort (e.g., see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006).

In the broader context of the recent literature on second chances and backup plans, that we referred to at the start of the introduction, a resit exam would seem to provide a particularly simple and clear example of a backup plan or, more precisely, a contingent backup plan, defined by Napolitano and Freund (2016) as a backup plan that links future actions to specific contingency conditions associated with failure of first-choice plans. Whereas such backup plans typically are intentionally developed and then held in reserve, which may introduce practical advance costs and detract resources from developing and using the first-choice plan (Napolitano & Freund, 2016; for exceptions, see Shin & Milkman, 2016), resit exams require no such advance investments from students. This greatly simplifies the development of formal models to compare different strategies in terms of associated expected utilities, as we did in the current paper. Interestingly, very similar to the resit effect reported here, recent research suggests that backup plans may lead to a reduced probability of achieving one’s goal by the first-choice plan (Napolitano & Freund, 2017; Shin & Milkman, 2016). As for the resit effect (e.g., Grabe, 1994), such effects of backup plans have been ascribed, at least in part, to negative effects on people’s motivation and effort to pursue the goal through Plan A (Napolitano & Freund, 2016, 2017; Shin & Milkman, 2016). As suggested by Shin and Milkman (2016), such effects may be mediated by a decreased desire to attain the primary goal. Our model suggests a quite different account, however, as it shows how negative effects of a second chance or backup plan on the effort invested in the first chance, or first-choice plan, need not reflect decreased motivation to achieve the goal. Rather, it might reflect a shift in the maximum of the curve relating invested effort in the first attempt and overall expected utility towards lower levels of effort (e.g., see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). In the present work, we investigated how such effects are modulated by the level of investment depreciation. This depreciation factor can be generalized to the question of the extent to which resources and effort invested in pursuing a goal in the first attempt, or with the first-choice plan, might benefit performance success in the second attempt, or backup plan. This factor appears to have received little or no attention in the literature on the effects of backup plans so far,²

---

² Using a Bayesian ANOVA, we indeed found decisive evidence ($BF_{10} = 860$) for an effect of depreciation on the proportion of passed R1 exams in the resit condition. Compared to 0% depreciation ($M = 62.5$, $SD = 18.8$), we found very strong evidence for pass rates to be different in the 50% ($M = 79.3$, $SD = 10.1$; $BF_{10} = 63$) and 100% ($M = 80.4$, $SD = 10.8$; $BF_{10} = 82$) depreciation conditions. We found substantial evidence ($BF_{10} = 0.3$) against a difference in the proportion of passed R1 exams between 50% and 100% depreciation. Thus, our data supports the notion that a less favorable scheduling or R2 – meaning R2 is scheduled further away in time from R1 (i.e. more investment depreciation) – increases the proportion of passed R1 exams.
with all of the studies in this field that we know of using virtually complete depreciation, or lack of transfer, from the first-choice plan to the backup plan (Napolitano & Freund, 2016, 2017; Shin & Milkman, 2016). The strong modulation by the level of depreciation of the resit effect found in the present study, suggests that potentially related effects of backup plans may be similarly modulated by degree and type of transfer between first-choice and backup plans.
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